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ABSTRACT 

 

 Microfluidics is a promising technology that is used extensively in biomedical 

devices, so called lab-on-a-chip devices. These devices harness a network of microchannels 

to mix, react, and conduct fluid flow. Most microchannel fabrication methods produce a 

stochastic surface roughness with heights ranging in the micro- to nano- scale. This inherent, 

stochastic roughness can potentially be harnessed to enhance microfluidic operations. 

Previous research on rough surfaces in microfluidics has focused on periodic, micro-scale 

obstructions, not of any stochastic nature. The purpose of this research is to characterize the 

effect of stochastic nano-scale surface roughness on microfluidic flow using very large-scale 

direct numerical simulations (DNS) and micro- particle image velocimetry (micro-PIV). 

 The two studies are focused on a microchannel with one of the walls, the bottom 

surface, which has a manufactured surface roughness using a hydrofluoric-acid (HF) etching 

process. The rough surface is scanned by an optical profilometer, and the exact topography is 

imported as the bottom surface of the computational microchannel. HF-acid etched glass and 

un-etched glass surfaces are directly compared to each other. In the first study, the DNS 

simulations are compared to micro-PIV experiments for a Newtonian fluid (water). The flow 

regime was laminar, diffusion dominated and limited to Re < 10. 

 The second study used a longer microchannel relative to the first study that was made 

possible by stitching together consecutive profilometer surface scans. This study only used 

simulations to study the effect of nano-scale roughness on microfluidic flow (with the 

previous study forming a basis for model validation). In the future, the study will be extended 

to Newtonian as well as non-Newtonian (shear-thinning) fluids in the same flow regime as 

the first study. 

 Overall, we have shown that an experimentally validated and experimentally driven 

three-dimensional computational study for microfluidic stochastic surface roughness is 

possible. Additionally, we have shown that the stochastic nature of the surface roughness and 

its effect on fluid flow can be characterized with numerous tools including velocity-

perturbation contours, autocorrelation length (ACL), and energy spectra analysis. 
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 The different analyses illustrated the effect of the rough surface in different ways. 

Velocity-perturbation contours show that both the etched and un-etched rough surfaces 

produce very small velocity structures (eddies) very near the rough surface that merge to 

form larger structures as the height above the rough surface increases. The velocity-

perturbation contours reveal an increase in the magnitude of the velocity perturbations by an 

order of magnitude by using the etched glass, which is directly caused by the increase in 

roughness height from HF etching. The ACL analyses also showed how the surface 

roughness produces small perturbation structures that merge and persist well into the 

midplane of the microchannel. Energy spectra analyses reveal a transfer of energy caused by 

the structures of the rough surfaces. Notably for the same Reynolds number, the etched 

surface produces velocity-perturbation structures that contain more energy and persist higher 

into the microchannel compared to the un-etched surface. 

 This research has shown that a chemical etching surface treatment and other 

stochastic rough surfaces, even at the nano-scale, have an effect on microfluidic flow that can 

be characterized and potentially be harnessed across a range of fluid flow rates. Devices that 

use microchannels such as lab-on-a-chip medical devices can therefore be tuned and 

optimized for their respective applications such as reagent mixing, bubble creation and 

transport, fluid transport, cell manipulation using stochastic surface roughness.  
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

 

Microchannels in Biomedical Devices 

Microfluidics is a promising technology that is used extensively in biomedical 

devices, or so called “lab-on-a-chip” devices. These devices harness a network of 

microchannels to mix, react, and conduct fluid flow. The advantage of using lab-on-a-chip 

devices is their need for small amounts of reagents, portability (leading to point-of-care 

diagnostics), and increased speed of testing (Yager at al. (2006)). Figure 1 shows an example 

of a portable lab-on-a-chip device that is used to test blood for partial oxygen concentration, 

glucose, and lactate levels (Ahn et al. (2004)). 

 

 

Figure 1. Example of lab-on-a-chip medical device by (Ahn et al. (2004)) 

 

 The microfluid channel network is clearly seen throughout the chip, and the size of 

the chip relative to the human fingers holding it gives a visual understanding of how small 

and intricate these fluid systems are. In order to optimize the effectiveness of the lab-on-a-

chip shown in Figure 1, or any other lab-on-a-chip using microfluidics, the flow 

characteristics within these channels should be known. Surface roughness within these 

microchannels may have a large effect on the fluid flow characteristics. 
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Research Motivation 

Surface obstructions or surface roughness is typically used in order to advantageously 

disturb the microchannel fluid flow. The surface roughness of microchannels can be 

considered to fall into two distinct categories: inherent and deliberate. Most microchannel 

fabrication methods, such as wet and dry etching, produce a stochastic surface roughness 

with heights ranging in the nano- to micro- scale (Rodriguez et al. (2003)) similar to that 

pictured in Figure 2(b). This stochastic surface roughness is inherent to the etching process 

itself. Therefore, all microchannels created by these methods possess nano- to micro- scale 

stochastic surface roughness unless further processed to remove this inherent roughness. 

 

 

Figure 2. Examples of (a) deliberate roughness (McUsic et al. (2012)) and (b) stochastic 

roughness (Young et al. (2011)) on experimental microchannel surfaces.  

 

Deliberate roughness, on the other hand, usually consists of micro-sized obstructions 

in the shape of cubes, pyramids, spheres, and others with consciously designed geometric 

dimensions as seen in Figure 2(a). They are deliberately designed and microfabricated onto 

the surface of the microchannel wall(s) to affect the fluid flow in a desired way. The 

deliberate surface roughnesses are usually ordered and periodic where obstructions may be 

placed in a grid fashion. In this thesis, a surface roughness is deliberately made to effect the 

fluid flow, however, it is characterized to be stochastic in nature, not ordered. The surface in 

this thesis study is created by using hydrofluoric-acid (HF) to etch into an originally smooth 

glass surface. The surface roughness characteristics (root-mean-squared height, height 
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distribution, or autocorrelation length) can be tailored according to the HF etching time and 

concentration (Ren et al. (2011)). In addition, the HF etching method is a simple, more cost-

effective approach to creating microchannels and roughness on the microchannel surfaces to 

affect the fluid flow (Bahadorimehr et al. (2010)). 

Characterization of how the flow is affected by the HF etched, stochastic surface has 

not been studied before using three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD), or 

more specifically, direct numerical simulations (DNS) that take advantage of high-powered 

parallel computing. The main motivation of this thesis is to characterize the effect of the HF-

etched surface roughness on microfluidic flow. The novel aspect of this research revolves 

around the use of genuine surface topography in the computational domain, which has not 

been done before to this level of detail. A detailed description of how the rough surface was 

constructed for both experiments and simulations is found in the Appendix. 

 

Thesis Organization 

 Chapters 2 and 3 correspond to the research goals outlined above. Specifically, 

Chapter 2 details the research done using micro-PIV experiments and DNS simulations for a 

Newtonian fluid (water), which forms a basis for experimental validation. Chapter 3 is 

research done only using DNS simulations for a Newtonian fluid (water) with a larger 

computational domain as compared to Chapter 2.  

Chapter 3 also has a more extensive literature review of previous research done on the 

effect of surface roughness in microfluidic flow. Finally, Chapter 4 summarizes all of the 

conclusions drawn from the thesis and plans for future work in non-Newtonian fluid flow. 

References for each chapter’s contents are given at the end of the individual chapters. 

Appendix A gives a more detailed description of the rough surface creation than the single 

journal papers provide. Appendix B gives the autocorrelation functions associated with data 

from Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 2. NANO-SCALE SURFACE ROUGHNESS AFFECTS LOW RE FLOW: 

EXPERIMENTS AND MODELING 

 

Modified from a paper to be submitted to Applied Physics Letters 

 

R. Jaeger
2
, J. Ren, Y. Xie, M. G. Olsen, S. Sundararajan, B. Ganapathysubramanian

1*
 

 

Abstract 

Most micro-channel fabrication strategies generate nano- to micro- scale, stochastic 

surface roughness. This inherent stochasticity can potentially be harnessed to enhance 

microfluidic operations. This work investigates the effect of stochastic nanoscale roughness 

on low to moderate Reynolds number (0.06-6.5) Newtonian flow using concurrent modeling 

and experiments. We fabricate a microscopic channel with tailored hydrofluoric-acid-etched 

rough surfaces. Optical profilometry and micro-particle-image-velocimetry are used to 

characterize the surface roughness and resulting flow field in pressure-driven flow. These 

roughness and flow data are used in conjunction with an experimentally validated, very-

large-scale Direct Numerical Simulation (~ 50 million unknowns) that resolves the effects of 

nanoscale roughness. Results from velocity contours and velocity-perturbation 

autocorrelations indicate that the nanoscale roughness causes flow perturbations that extend 

up to the mid-plane of the microchannel. For diffusion-dominated flows, this effect is 

insensitive to flow-rates. We observe a dependence of flow feature variability on changing 

surface roughness (via varying the HF-etching time). 

 

Introduction 

Soft lithography using SU-8 photoresist and poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) is a 

commonly used technique to fabricate microchannels. This method in conjunction with 

                                                 
1
 Department of Mechanical Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50010 

2
 Primary researcher and author 

*
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hydrofluoric acid (HF) etching is an effective rapid prototype microfabrication process of 

microchannels [8,9,10]. A byproduct of HF etching is an inherent, stochastic surface 

roughness [11]. The surface roughness can exhibit variations in root-mean-squared roughness 

from microns to nanometers. This roughness has the potential to affect the fluid flow within 

the microchannel, especially the flow near the rough surface. Understanding the flow 

characteristics of fluids in microchannels with respect to their relative surface roughness (γ) 

is important for optimizing the effectiveness of microfluidic operations and has been the 

focus of recent studies [12,13,14]. The effect of micro-scale surface roughness (γ = 1.6%) 

was examined [19] experimentally by using micro-PIV and comparing with a smooth 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation of a channel of the same geometry. Flow 

effects in relation to periodic micro-scale obstructions in height have also been investigated 

using CFD by various authors [20, 21, 22]. These analyses usually focus on periodic 

roughness and are invariably limited to 2D [23, 24, 26, 27]. In one study, Valdes et. al [25] 

used pyramidal shapes in a 3-dimensional domain that were randomly placed throughout the 

channel surface in accordance to data acquired from an actual surface. However, the CFD 

surface did not mimic the actual surface exactly. Instead, relative roughness and peak density 

values were acquired from the actual surface to generate the CFD surface. As a result, the 

true effect of a tangible surface was not investigated. Recently, Liu et.al [23] analyzed three-

dimensional surface roughness using molecular dynamics in nanochannels with γ= 3%, and 

found that random roughness had a greater effect on flow than periodic obstructions. While 

molecular dynamics simulations are exceedingly useful in gaining insight into the mechanics 

involved, they are limited to very small domains and time-scales due to their prohibitive 

computational cost.  

We focus on two key issues that have not been addressed by previous investigations 

on roughness effects: We directly model realistic surface roughness that is extracted using 

optical profilometry. This is made possible by using high resolution DNS analysis (that is 

validated using concurrent micro-PIV experiments) which allows us to link nano-scale 

roughness to far-field flow features. We also focus on flows at low Reynolds number where 
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viscous forces dominate, which is common for microfluidic devices, and extensively 

characterize the effect of varying surface roughness. 

 

Experimental Setup: Fabrication, characterization, and visualization 

The experimental microchannel in this study was fabricated using PDMS and glass. 

The PDMS part was a replica made from an SU-8 mold and serves as three walls of the 

microchannel.  The PDMS part and a glass substrate (slide) were then oxygen-plasma bonded 

together, creating a completely enclosed microchannel for fluid transport, with the glass 

forming the fourth (bottom) wall of the channel. We implemented hydrofluoric acid (HF) 

etching to create a surface roughness on the glass substrate that is reproducible and 

characterizable as a function of etching time [11]. A desired stochastic surface roughness can 

be fabricated according to the etching time and solution concentration [11]. 

In this study, we used an un-etched glass and a roughened glass obtained as follows.  

A glass slide (25 mm × 75 mm, Erie Scientific Company, Portsmouth, NH) was etched in 

buffered HF (6:1 volume ratio of 40% NH4F in water to 49% HF in water; etch rate 

calibrated to 72 nm/min) for 30 minutes and immediately rinsed in deionized water for 5 

minutes. After rinsing, the etched-glass slide was dried using nitrogen gas before being 

oxygen-plasma bonded to the PDMS replica. Etching time was limited below 40 minutes 

since longer etching times compromised the glass transparency necessary for micro-PIV 

measurements. The 30-minute etched glass is referred to simply as "etched glass" from here 

onward. 

The microchannel's surface topography was obtained using a 3D Optical Surface 

Profiler (NewView™ 7100, Zygo Corporation, Middlefield, CT). The optical profilometer 

provided a scan area of 470 µm x 350 µm, with a lateral resolution of 0.73 µm and spatial 

resolution of 0.1 nm. The surface data obtained by the optical profilometer was directly used 

to model the surface roughness on the bottom surface of the CFD microchannel at the same 

spatial resolution. 

In our experiments, micro-PIV visualization of microfluidic flow is possible with a 

microscopic imaging system that visualizes a small area within the microchannel. In the 
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micro-PIV experiment, the working fluid, deionized water, was seeded with 1 µm diameter 

nile-red fluorescent carboxylate-modified microspeheres (FluoSpheres, Invitrogen 

Corporation) as flow-tracing particles at a concentration of 0.04%. The seed particles were 

illuminated using a double-pulsed Nd:YAG laser. Images of the illuminated tracing particles 

were captured using a CCD camera. A 40x 0.6 NA objective lens paired with a 0.45x 

coupling, resulted in a total magnification of 18X and a depth of correlation of 7.8 µm [28]. 

Further details of the micro-PIV system can be found in Li and Olsen [29]. The overlapped 

area of adjacent interrogation windows was 50% resulting in an in-plane velocity vector 

species of 2 µm. In total, 1500 micro-PIV image pairs were captured at each depth and 

analyzed using the sum-of-correlation algorithm [30,31,32] to obtain the velocity field.   

The surface data obtained by the optical profilometer is used to model the surface 

roughness on the bottom surface of the CFD microchannel at the same spatial resolution. 

This ensures that the surface roughness used for CFD simulations was experimentally 

derived and non-periodic. Figure 3 shows the computational domain. The trapezoidal shape 

of the CFD microchannel has identical dimensions as the micro-PIV experimental 

microchannel. The length of the channel is 350 µm (this is more than 10 times the surface 

roughness autocorrelation length (12.9µm for the etched surface)). The grid is composed of 

12.3 million hexahedral elements. The elements are concentrated near the walls to accurately 

capture the effect of the surface roughness and boundary layers. The clustering of hexahedral 

elements was greater near the rough surface. 
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Figure 3. The geometry and mesh detail of the computational microchannel domain. 

The roughness height on the zoomed-in section is exaggerated for clarity. The width of 

the channel is 460µm at the rough surface. 

 

Modeling Framework: Mesh generation and solution technique 

The full Navier-Stokes equations are solved assuming incompressible flow and 

constant fluid temperature. We utilize a highly scalable implementation of an incompressible 

flow solver using the Finite Element Method that incorporates Streamline-upwind/Petrov-

Galerkin (SUPG) [33] and pressure-stabilizing/Petrov-Galerkin (PSPG) [34] terms for 

numerical stabilization. The applicability of the Navier-Stokes equation (validity of the 

continuum hypothesis) is ensured due to the fact that the Knudson number calculated on the 

smallest element (2.7x10
-4

) is less than 10
−2

 [35]. We apply no-slip boundary conditions on 

the walls. Zhu et al. [36] showed that for a microchannel (with hydrophilic surfaces) with a 

hydraulic diameter larger than 30 µm, the no-slip boundary condition is valid. In addition to 

PDMS being hydrophilic, the etched glass is also hydrophilic [38] (A 29.5º contact angle of 

water on the etched-glass was measured to further verify hydrophilicity). The channel walls 

(PDMS and glass) are treated with an oxygen-plasma treatment, which has been shown to 

increase surface hydrophilicity [37]. Potential micro-sized air bubbles will also have no 

effect on slip. Micro-sized air bubbles have been known to create an effective slip at the wall 

by forming an immiscible fluid layer where the slip increases. However, if the capillary 

pressure is great enough to force the air out of the surface features, then the no-slip boundary 

condition is again valid, as proven by Barrat and Bocquest [39]. The minimum pressure 
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required to force fluid into a parallel slit of width h is:     
 (       )

 
 which is smaller that 

the pressure gradient applied in these experiments. A pressure drop boundary condition 

between inlet and outlet is maintained. The pressure drop is set to match the experimentally 

determined flow rate using the Hagen-Poiseuille flow equation     
      

   
, where L is the 

length of the channel, µ is the dynamic viscosity, Q is the volumetric flow rate, and D is the 

hydraulic diameter. We analyzed cases using flow rates of 0.001mL/min, 0.01mL/min, 

0.1mL/min which corresponds to a Reynolds number of 0.065, 0.65, and 6.5, respectively. 

 

Results and Discussion 

The effect of surface roughness is investigated by looking at the fluid structures that 

evolve from the rough surface. We focus on fluid structures consisting of velocity 

perturbations caused by the roughness itself. In order to characterize these velocity 

perturbations, we use autocorrelation analysis, energy spectrum analysis, and visual analysis. 

By examining the fluid structure characteristics as a function of height from the rough 

surface, a zone of influence from the rough surface is established. 

 

 

 

The autocorrelation function,  ( ) is estimated for a velocity field in a plane to find 

β
*
, the autocorrelation length. The autocorrelation length is defined as the lag distance where 

the autocorrelation function decays to 1/e. Autocorrelation analysis is performed on velocity 

fields as slices in the xy-plane, highlighted in red in Figure 3, at increasing heights from the 

rough surface, in order to extract the influence of surface roughness as a function of height. 

Note that the autocorrelation is calculated using the velocity-component deviations from 

ideal flow (perturbations). The interrogation region was taken toward the center of the 
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microchannel away from the side-walls and entrance/exit to eliminate the side-wall boundary 

layer and boundary condition effects. The ACL of the v-velocity perturbations is used for 

validation between experiments and computational results. 

Figure 4 shows the ACL as a function of height from the rough surface for 

computational results as well as experimental data. The uncertainty bars for the experimental 

data represent one standard deviation from the mean value. The experimental ACL was taken 

at 25.5µm from the rough. The relationship and value of ACL between etched and unetched 

surfaces is consistent between computations and experiments. Table 1 summarizes the ACL 

values between experiments and CFD at 25.5µm above the rough surface for etched and 

unetched surfaces. 

 

Table 1. Comparison of experimental and DNS metrics at 25µm from rough surface 

[µm]. 

Flowrate 

[ml/min] 
Surface Type 

ACL Energy Spectra Slope Ratio 

Exp. DNS Exp. DNS 

0.1 

(Re = 6.5) 

Etched 17.4 ±1.7 17.3 ±0.6 
1.73 ±0.04 1.82 ±0.03 

Unetched 14.2 ±3.4 15.0 ±2.7 

0.01 

(Re = 0.65) 

Etched 16.7 ±1.6 17.5 ±1.2 
2.86 ±0.17 2.15 ±0.04 

Unetched 16.8 ±1.4 15.0 ±2.9 

 

If the roughness effect on the fluid did not persist above the surface, then the ACL 

values would tend toward zero. However, the ACL starts small and increases to a constant 

value. This suggests that the effect from the surface roughness persists in the flow well above  

the rough surface. The coherent structures (eddies) start small near the rough surface and 

combine with increasing height from the rough surface. Figure 4 shows that the ACL as a 

function of height from the rough surface is very consistent across flow rates. Notice that 

while the ACL is insensitive to flow rate for these diffusion-dominated flows, it is sensitive 

to the roughness characteristic of the surface.  
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Figure 4. Autocorrelation lengths (ACL) of experimental and CFD v-velocity-

component perturbations for both etched and un-etched surfaces at all flow rates, Q 

[ml/min]. 

 

While the autocorrelation length gives valuable information about the fluid structures, 

an energy spectra analysis can reveal the energy cascading effects of the surface roughness. 

Energy spectra analysis has been used successfully for velocity field analysis in a variety of 

fluid phenomena [41]. The energy spectrum is denoted as E(k), where  ̂ is the discrete 

Fourier transform of the velocity field [42] on a structured mesh with n x m points, 

where  ̅( )  
 

 
| ̂(   )| . 

 

 

Figure 5 shows the energy spectra of the total velocity perturbations. Figure 5a 

reveals that the energy cascade across wavelengths has a very similar structure throughout 

the spectrum of flow rates over etched glass, again supporting the notion of insensitivity of 
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effect of surface roughness as a function of flow rate. Clearly, the energy spectra in Figure 5b 

reveal that larger amounts of energy in the form of velocity perturbations are produced by 

etched glass. Also, Figure 5b shows that the energy produced by etched glass persists higher 

into the microchannel compared to unetched glass. There is a greater decay in the energy for 

unetched glass as the height from the rough surface increases, whereas the energy from the 

etched glass tends to persist. This is clearly seen in the slope of the energy spectra. For the 

etched and unetched surfaces this is approximately -4.75 and -8.64, respectively. Not only is 

the perturbation energy larger for etched glass, but the larger slope for etched glass compared 

to unetched glass means there is a greater transfer of energy for etched glass [43]. Table 1 

also compares the energy spectra slope ratios between experiments and simulations. The ratio 

is defined as the energy spectra of unetched/etched surfaces, and the numerical results agree 

with the experimental results within 5% for the higher flow rate. 

 

 

Figure 5. Energy spectra analysis of u-v-w velocity perturbation sum of squares: energy 

spectra of the velocity field as a function of flow rate (a) at 7.82µm above the rough 

surface of etched glass, and the energy spectra (b) of Re = 6.5 of etched and un-etched 

 

 We finally utilize visual representation of the velocity to investigate the fluid 

structure away from the surface by plotting velocity contours in the xz-plane. Note the 

dramatic effects due to roughness as seen in Figure 6(a-d) which shows the v-velocity 
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contours for both unetched and etched glass at multiple flow rates. There are large velocity 

plumes that originate from the rough surface and erupt well above the mid-plane of the 

microchannel. The Rrms of the etched glass (~19 nm) is slightly more than an order of 

magnitude greater than the un-etched glass (~1 nm), and not surprisingly, there is an order of 

magnitude increase in the velocity fluctuations between the etched and unetched surfaces. 

What is interesting is that the small perturbations originating from the rough surface seem to 

combine and merge into larger structures as the height from the surface increases. These 

combinations give rise to the velocity plumes seen in Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6. V-velocity component contour plots of (a) Re = 0.06 un-etched, (b) Re = 0.06 

etched, (c) Re = 6.5 un-etched, and (d) Re = 6.5 etched (fluid flow goes from left to 

right). The xz-plane slices were taken 175µm away from the microchannel side wall. 
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Conclusions and Outlook 

We have shown that the effect of stochastic nano-scale surface roughness on 

microfluidic flow can be studied using computational fluid dynamic DNS simulations. 

Additionally, we have shown that validation between micro-PIV experiments and a large 

DNS simulation is possible using autocorrelation and energy spectra. CFD analysis lends to a 

deeper understanding of the characterization of the fluid flow within the microchannel, and 

the highly resolved DNS simulations reveal the flow to be characterizable. We show that for 

a range of flow rates that are diffusion dominated, the energy transfer is consistently 

characterizable. Autocorrelation and velocity contour analyses showed that the nano-scale 

surface roughness produced small structures that combine and persist well above the rough 

surface. In addition, the energy spectra analyses show the small eddies produced by the 

etched surface give rise to higher energy eddies that decay more slowly than eddies produced 

by the unetched surface.  

The chemical etching surface treatment and other stochastic rough surfaces, even at 

the nano-scale, can be characterized and potentially be harnessed across a range of fluid flow 

rates. Devices that use microchannels such as lab-on-a-chip medical devices can potentially 

tuned and further optimized for their respective applications such as reagent mixing, bubble 

creation and transport, fluid transport, cell manipulation by leveraging the effects of 

stochastic surface roughness. 
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CHAPTER 3. INVESTIGATING THE EFFECT OF NANO-SCALE SURFACE 

ROUGHNESS ON MICROFLUIDIC NEWTONIAN FLUID FLOW 

 

Modified from a paper to be submitted to the Journal of Fluid Mechanics. Future work will 

extend this paper to non-Newtonian fluid flow (shear thinning). 

 

R. Jaeger
2
, Y. Xie, M. G. Olsen, S. Sundararajan, B. Ganapathysubramanian
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Abstract 

Microfluidics is becoming increasingly exploited in lab-on-a-chip medical testing 

devices. The principal element of microfluidic devices consists of a microchannel network to 

mix, react, and conduct fluid flow. Microchannels are commonly produced by 

poly(dimethylsiloxane) PDMS molding, soft lithography, and wet chemical etching. 

Hydrofluoric-acid (HF) etching of microchannels has been shown experimentally to generate 

nano-scale, stochastic surface roughness. This roughness can play a critical role for flow 

characterization in order to optimize medical testing processes within microchannels. In this 

study, a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis is performed with a three-dimensional 

microchannel for low Reynolds number (Re < 10), pressure-driven flow. The CFD 

microchannel has the first experimentally-derived surface roughness. Velocity-component 

perturbation contours, energy spectra, and autocorrelation length at heights above the rough 

surface are analyzed. Each flow characterization method revealed that small eddies produced 

at the rough surface merge and form larger eddies as height above the rough surface 

increased. The energy created by the etched surface produced velocity perturbations an order 

of magnitude larger than the un-etched surface and persisted higher into the microchannel 

above the etched surface. Velocity-component perturbation contours, energy spectra, and 
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autocorrelation length proved to be valuable ways to characterize the fluid flow and 

potentially harness the effects from stochastic surface roughness in microfluidic flow. 

 

Introduction 

Medical-testing devices that take advantage of microfluidic concepts are becoming ever more 

relevant because of their ease-of-use, size, use of small amount of reagents, and potentially 

low cost. For example, in Yager et al. (2006), microfluidic medical devices have been proven 

to allow precise volumes of fluid to be measured and processed efficiently without the need 

for an expert laboratory technician. As a result, expensive and cumbersome clinical 

laboratories become unnecessary and medical care can be brought to underdeveloped 

regions. The applications for medical devices that use microchannels are widespread. For 

instance, so called “lab-on-a-chip” devices for blood testing and blood manipulation are seen 

in Crowley & Pizziconi (2005), Sollier et al. (2009), and VanDellnder & Groisman (2006). 

These devices utilize microchannels in different ways to separate plasma from whole blood. 

Another example is DNA extraction from whole blood by utilizing centrifugal microfluidics 

in Cho et al. (2007). Cancer research has also been advanced with the use of microchannel 

medical devices in Jeon et al. (2002). In this instance, low Reynolds number flows in 

microchannels generate detectable gradients of chemotactic factors to be observed in real 

time. Figure 7 illustrates an example of a microchannel segment used in a medical device 

developed by Chen et al. (2003) to advance research in point-of-care genetic analysis. 

Additionally, point-of-care blood testing for E.coli has been advanced by RoyChaudhuri et 

al. (2011) using a microfluidic device, thereby reducing the reagent quantity and volume of 

blood needed for testing compared to traditional laboratory methods that do not exploit 

microfluidics. 
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Figure 7. Example microchannel in medical device by Chen et al. (2003) 

 

 The microchannels in Sollier et al.(2009) and most medical devices are produced by 

an inexpensive technique known as soft lithography using SU-8 photoresist and 

poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS). Rapid prototype production of microchannels using these 

methods in conjunction with hydrofluoric (HF) acid etching has been proven effective by 

Rodriguez et al. (2003), Kolli et al. (2009), and Muscat et al. (2001), which reduces the cost 

of fabrication. A byproduct of HF-acid etching is an inherent, stochastic surface roughness 

(Ren et al. (2011)). The surface roughness can vary from nano-scale heights to micro-scale 

heights and has the possibility to affect the fluid flow within the microchannel, especially the 

flow near the rough surface. Understanding the flow characteristics of fluids in etched 

microchannels is important for optimizing the effectiveness of the medical testing processes. 

This understanding can result in potential mechanisms to harness effect from the surface 

roughness’s stochastic nature. 

 One way to understand the effect of surface roughness on fluid flow in microchannels 

is based on experimentally measuring bulk flow properties such as Poiseuille (Po) number or 

the friction factor. The experimental characterization of flow by measuring friction factor and 

Po number in microchannels has been investigated by many groups, including Pfund et al. 

(2000), Judy et al. (2002), and Celata et al. (2006), but the effect of surface roughness was 

not a main focus in these studies. Friction factor and Po number measurements have been 

performed with specific attention to microchannel surface roughness by Phares et al. (2005) 

and Hrnjak & Tu (2003). Phares et al. (2005) observed a qualitative deviation in drag 
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coefficient between smooth stainless steel tubes and rough polyimide tubes with relative 

roughness of 3.4%. Relative roughness, ε, can be generally defined as the ratio of the root-

mean-squared surface-roughness height to hydraulic diameter. Hrnjak & Tu (2003) studied 

the effect of surface roughness for laminar and turbulent flow. For Re = 3000 and ε = 0.14%, 

the friction factor increased 30% beyond the expected value from the Churchill equation in 

turbulent flow. However, the effect of roughness in laminar flow was small enough to be 

overcome by experimental measurement uncertainty. From the experiments by Hrnjak & Tu 

(2003), it is demonstrated that small, stochastic roughness can induce energy into the flow. 

However, a difficulty of bulk measurements and experimental analysis of roughness in 

general is defining an exact hydraulic diameter to base friction factor measurements on, 

which causes a decrease in bulk measurement confidence. The above sources demonstrate a 

clear effect on flow from surface roughness, but bulk-flow measurements give little or no 

detail on the structure of the flow within the microchannel. Other methods are better suited 

for visualizing flow characteristics in microchannels. 

 An alternate experimental flow characterization method is micro particle image 

velocimetry (micro-PIV) in which particle laden flow is illuminated in order to reveal a 

velocity flow field. Experimental design for micro-PIV from Devasenathipathy et al. (2003) 

allowed the possibility of micron-resolution data for microfluidic flows. Unlike bulk-flow 

measurements, micro-PIV measurements can produce spatial and temporal velocity data 

within the flow. Micro-PIV then allows visualization of streamwise or transverse velocity 

profiles within a transparent microchannel. The effect of random micro-scale surface 

roughness (ε = 1.6%) was examined by Silva et al. (2008) experimentally by using micro-

PIV, and the effect of roughness was made evident by direct comparison to a smooth 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) channel of the same geometry. By constructing velocity 

profiles throughout the microchannel, Silva et al. (2008) reported Po numbers that differed 

by 11% between the experimental microchannel with surface roughness and an ideally 

smooth CFD channel, thereby revealing a considerable effect due to a relatively small surface 

roughness. A limiting factor of micro-PIV is the depth of correlation (Olsen & Adrian (2000) 

and Bourdon et al. (2004)), which is usually on the order of 5µm or more depending on the 
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experimental equipment and setup. Therefore, velocity-field perturbations 5µm or closer to 

the surface are hidden and impossible to resolve with confidence. 

 The work done by Silva et al. (2008) demonstrates the importance of considering the 

effect of random surface roughness and the value that CFD can play with respect to surface 

roughness examination. There is little to no research using CFD on real stochastic surface 

roughness, but two-dimensional and periodic surfaces have been investigated. Flow effects in 

relation to periodic, ordered micro-scale obstructions in height have also been investigated 

using CFD in a two-dimensional domain by Rawool et al. (2006) and Gamrat et al. (2008), 

where the relative roughnesses were ε = 0.5% and ε = 0.4%, respectively. Here, the 

obstructions were on the order of 10µm, and it was found that as obstruction height increases, 

the fiction factor increases nonlinearly for the tested flow regime (from Re = 100 to Re = 

2000). Conical shaped, period surface roughness was explored by Croce et al. (2007) with ε 

= 2.65%. For Re = 100-1500, the roughness produced a 16% difference in Po number as 

compared to an ideally smooth CFD channel. From the literature, low Reynolds number, 

diffusion-based flow below Re = 50 has not been greatly considered, which is common at 

such small length scales in microfluidic lab-on-a-chip devices. Also, the above mentioned 

work is focused on periodic roughness, but stochastic roughness is more representative of 

genuine, inherent microchannel surfaces. 

 Random surface roughness was examined using CFD by Valdes et al. (2007), Valdes 

et al. (2008), Xiong (2010), Liu et al. (2010), and Xiong & Chung (2010). A two-

dimensional domain with ε = 0.6% created by Valdes et al. (2007) showed an increase in Po 

number of 8.8% as compared to a smooth channel with the same geometry. This helps 

establish the significance of small, random surface roughness on microfluidic flow. In later 

studies, Valdes et al. (2008) used pyramidal shapes in a 3-dimensional domain that were 

randomly placed throughout the channel surface in accordance to data acquired from an 

experimental surface under study. However, the CFD surface did not mimic the experimental 

surface exactly. Instead, relative roughness and peak density values were acquired from the 

actual surface in order to generate the CFD surface. As a result, the true effect of a genuine 

stochastic, engineered surface was not investigated. Liu et al. (2010) also conducted work 
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with three-dimensional surface roughness using molecular dynamics in nanochannels with ε 

= 3%, and found that random roughness had a greater effect on flow than periodic 

obstructions with the same mean height. Xiong (2010) also generated random roughness in a 

three-dimensional microchannel, but the relative roughness ranged from 1.66-5.39%, well 

above the value of etched glass. In this case of Xiong & Chung (2010), the roughness was 

obtained using a Gaussian distribution. In actuality, surface roughness heights are not merely 

randomly generated heights distributed on a surface, neither are they periodic in nature. 

Genuine surface roughness is stochastic, and it obeys an important spatial parameter known 

as autocorrelation. Ren et al. (2011) describes the relationship between surface height and 

autocorrelation of stochastic surface roughness, specifically HF-etched glass. As a result, 

genuine microchannel surfaces need to be reconstructed for CFD surfaces in order to obtain 

similar effects from surface roughness inherent to fabricated microchannels that use chemical 

etching as applied in lab-on-a-chip devices. 

 Overall, micro-PIV has been proven to be an effective method for experimental 

microchannel flow visualization, but it is not particularly useful for capturing near-wall 

velocity perturbations. Furthermore, CFD analysis of microfluidic flow is able to resolve the 

small perturbations that emanate from the surfaces of the microchannel walls. However, there 

have been deficiencies in the analyses of the effect of roughness in microchannel fluid flow. 

One of these deficiencies is flow at low Reynolds number, which is common for microfluidic 

devices at such small length scales. Additionally, genuine nano-scale surface roughnesses 

have not been directly modeled using CFD. Therefore, characterization of microfluidic flow 

within microchannels with nano-scale surface roughness remains incomplete. 

 Surface roughness affecting the flow in the previously mentioned studies is typically 

ordered, periodic micrometer sized obstructions. These orderly obstructions have costly 

manufacturing procedures. In our experiment, we use hydrofluoric acid (HF) etching to 

create a stochastic, nano-scale surface roughness that is repeatable and characterizable as a 

function of etching time. The desired stochastic surface characteristics can be tailored 

according to HF acid concentrations and etching times. Etching by HF acid may serve as a 

very cost effective method to manufacture roughness that effects flow. The effect that this 
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etched stochastic roughness has on microfluidic flow is studied in this paper by comparing 

etched glass to smooth, un-etched glass. 

 Our contributions are to quantify the effects of stochastic nano-scale surface 

roughness (ε < 0.022%) on the flow characteristics of a Newtonian at low Reynolds number 

in microfluidic channels by utilizing an experimentally-driven computational approach. The 

first large scale three-dimensional microchannel with experimentally derived, random nano-

scale surface roughness is modeled using computational fluid dynamics, more specifically, 

highly resolved direct numerical simulations (DNS). The resulting velocity field is then 

analyzed using velocity contours, energy spectra, and autocorrelation length to characterize 

the flow effect. 

 

Computational Domain Construction 

In order to investigate the impact of nano-scale surface roughness on fluid flow 

through microchannels, a three-dimensional CFD microchannel domain was created that uses 

an experimentally-derived rough surface as the bottom wall. The other three walls of the 

microchannel are modeled as ideally smooth surfaces. Figure 8 depicts a view of the 

microchannel with the CFD mesh shown near the rough surface. The experimentally-derived 

methods used to create the rough surface are outlined below. 

 

Figure 8. Computational microchannel domain geometry with mesh details. 
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Microchannel Roughness: Experimental Manufacturing 

Microchannels for fluid transport are typically processed using molding techniques, 

and surface roughness is always prevalent to some degree. The computational microchannel 

in this study was modeled according to a typical microchannel manufacturing process using a 

soft lithography technique with SU-8 photoresist and PDMS. A masked is applied over the 

SU-8 with a pattern of the intended microchannel. Then, the SU-8 is exposed to UV light. 

The UV-exposed SU-8 photoresist cures and is used to serve as the mold for the final 

microchannel. Liquid PDMS is poured over the SU-8 and allowed to cure. The cured PDMS 

replica is peeled off the mold and now serves as three walls of the microchannel. A glass 

slide (etched or un-etched) is then oxygen-plasma bonded to the PDMS replica to form the 

bottom surface of the channel, thereby creating a completely enclosed rectangular 

microchannel for fluid transport. The process outlined above is typical in manufacturing 

microchannels with the addition of an etched glass surface. 

 

 

Figure 9. Height contours [µm] of the etched surface used in the computational domain. 

 

Wet HF acid etching of the glass slide was used to create the rough surface under 

study within the microchannel. First, the glass slide (25 mm × 75 mm, Erie Scientific 
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Company, Portsmouth, NH) was etched in buffered HF acid (6:1 volume ratio of 40% NH4F 

in water to 49% HF acid in water; the etch rate was found to be 72nm/min) for 30 minutes 

and immediately rinsed in deionized water for 5 minutes. After rinsing, the etched-glass slide 

was dried using nitrogen gas before being oxygen-plasma bonded to the PDMS replica. The 

30-minute etched glass is referred to simply as "etched glass" from here onward, and the 

virgin glass is referred to as "un-etched glass". Etched and un-etched glass are directly 

compared to each other as smooth and rough surfaces in this study. 

 

 

Figure 10. Histogram of the surface heights for (a) un-etched and (b) etched surfaces. 

 

The experimental microchannel's surface topography was obtained using a 3D 

Optical Surface Profiler (NewView™ 7100, Zygo Corporation, Middlefield, CT). The optical 

profilometer provided single scan areas of 460µm x 350µm, with a lateral resolution of 

0.71µm and height resolution of 0.1nm. Side-by-side profilometer scans of the surface were 

taken and stitched together to form a continuous surface of the dimensions in Figure 8. This 

surface data obtained by the optical profilometer for both etched and un-etched glass was 

directly used to model the surface roughness on the bottom surface of the CFD microchannel 

at the same spatial resolution. Hence, the surface roughness used for CFD simulations was 

experimentally derived and non-periodic. Height contours of the etched glass surface used in 
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the computational microchannel are shown in Figure 9. The un-etched surface was created in 

a similar manner with optical profilometer scans of un-etched glass. 

 

Microchannel Roughness: Characterization 

As discussed in Introduction, there has been a large investigation of periodic or 

deterministic roughness, and the attributes of periodic roughness are easy to characterize. 

However, the surface roughness in this study produced by etching, or any stochastic process, 

is not periodic and more difficult to characterize sufficiently. There are many descriptors for 

a stochastic surface roughness, but descriptors that are most relevant to this study are: 

histograms, root-mean-squared (RMS) roughness height, and the autocorrelation length 

(ACL). Also, relative roughness is used to characterize the roughness with respect to the 

microchannel’s hydraulic diameter. 

The un-etched and etched glass RMS height (zRMS) was found to be 1.0nm and 

19.8nm, respectively. To find the relative roughness (ε), the RMS height and hydraulic 

diameter (DH = 89µm) of the microchannel are used, defined in equations (2) and (1), 

respectively, where A is the cross-sectional area of the microchannel, and P is the wetted 

perimeter. Since the entire channel is filled with fluid, the wetted perimeter is simply the 

entire perimeter of the rectangular microchannel. The relative roughness was found to be ε = 

0.001% and ε = 0.022% for un-etched and etched surfaces, respectively, which is an order of 

magnitude lower than previous studies performed in the literature review. 
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The histograms in Figure 10 show the height distributions of the surface roughness on 

the bottom surface of the microchannel for both etched and un-etched glass. The 

autocorrelation length is determined from the autocorrelation function, which is a cross-

correlation of a waveform with itself. In this case, the waveform is spatially dependent 

surface roughness. It is defined in equations (4) and (5) for spatially varying surface 

roughness (Zhang & Sundararajan (2005)). 

 

  ( )     
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The ACL for rough surfaces, and most engineering surfaces, is equal to β*. The ACL 

is defined as the lag distance at which the value of the autocorrelation function,  ( ), is 1/e. 

The autocorrelation function is assumed to be isotropic to obtain a single ACL value. The 

ACL for the un-etched and etched surfaces used in the CFD simulations was 0.94µm and 

10.6µm, respectively. The effects from these stochastic surfaces are ensured to be fully 

encompassing of the surface characteristics since the microchannel length is 850µm, which is 

more than 80 times longer than the ACL of each surface. 

 

Governing Equations: Newtonian Fluid 

 For the fluid analyses, we assume a Newtonian fluid with constant properties, 

incompressible, steady state, and laminar flow. Conservation of mass and momentum are 

represented by equations (6) and (7), respectively, in Einstein-tensor notation. 
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 Where    is the velocity component in the   direction,   is the pressure, ρ is the fluid 

density, and ν is the kinematic viscosity. 

 

Validity of Continuum Hypothesis 

 The mass and momentum conservation equations require that the continuum 

hypothesis is valid throughout the computational domain. The continuum hypothesis is valid 

in fluid flow if the Knudson number (  ) is less than 10
-2

 (Gad-el-Hak (1999)). The 

Knudson number is calculated by equation (8) where   is the mean-free path of the fluid in 

question and L is the characteristic length. It is defined as the ratio of the mean-free path of 

the fluid molecule to a length scale. We define the characteristic length to be the smallest line 

segment connecting two nodes of the CFD grid, which is 0.106µm. The mean-free path of a 

water molecule is 0.2Å (Kirby (2010)). Consequently,    is 1.887x10
-4

 and affirms the 

validity of the continuum hypothesis by two orders of magnitude. 

 

    
 

 
 (8) 

 

 Another approach is to consider the number of water molecules occupying the 

smallest grid cell volume. The smallest cell volume in the CFD grid was 0.0534µm 
3
. The 

volume of one molecule of water is approximately 30Å
3 

(Gnanendran & Amin (2004), Iguchi 

et al. (2009), and Sasaki et al. (1996)). Therefore, the number of water molecules in the 

smallest grid cell is 1.78x10
9
. This large number of molecules confirms the use of continuum 

modeling. 

 

Validity of No-Slip Boundary Condition 

 A no-slip boundary condition at solid walls for macroscopic fluid flow through 

channels is well accepted. However, the no-slip boundary condition is not a guaranteed 

condition for micro- and nano-sized fluid channels. Zhu et al. (2005) used micro-PIV 

experimental results and lattice-Boltzmann simulations to independently obtain the no-slip 

boundary condition for hydrophilic wall surfaces. It has been shown by Zhu et al. (2005) that 
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for a microchannel with a hydraulic diameter larger than 30µm whose surfaces are 

hydrophilic, then the no-slip boundary condition is valid. The hydraulic diameter in this 

study is 89µm, clearly large than 30µm. 

 

 

Figure 11. Measured contact angles of water on un-etched glass (a) and etched glass (b). 

The contact angles prove they are both hydrophilic surfaces. 

 

 Typically, microchannels constructed with PDMS are treated with an oxygen-plasma 

treatment, which increases the surface hydrophilicity as described by Gulec et al. (2006). The 

etched glass used in this study for etched and un-etched glass is confirmed to be hydrophilic 

from studies by Sikalo et al. (2002) and from contact angle measurements in Figure 11. All 

microchannel surfaces used in the experimentally derived microchannel are therefore 

hydrophilic. In order to match this quality, a no-slip boundary condition was applied to the 

microchannel walls of the CFD simulations. 

 The no-slip boundary condition used can also be related to the mean free path of 

water. The mean free path of water, 0.2Å, is small relative to the characteristic size of the 

flow, the hydraulic diameter. Therefore, the water molecules near the wall exchange 

tangential momentum with the rough wall more than they exchange tangential momentum 

with the bulk fluid. The tangential velocity is thereby well approximated to be zero near the 

wall (Kirby (2010)). 
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Computational Methods 

CFD Microchannel Grid 

 Figure 8 shows the computational domain where the fluid is being investigated. The 

grid is composed of 28 million hexahedron-type elements. The elements are concentrated 

near the walls (and more so near the rough wall) to accurately capture the effect of the 

surface roughness and boundary layers. The geometric ratio was limited to 1.1 for elements 

near the rough surface and 1.3 for elements farther from the rough surface. 

 

Flow Rate Determination 

The determination of a flow rate to be tested was based on a sampling of microfluidic 

devices used in the literature (Ali et al. (2003), Liu et al. (2004), and Petersson et al. (2005)). 

The microfluidic devices applied a range of flow rates for multiple applications including 

lipid separation and DNA hybridization/amplification. From the literature, flow rates of Q = 

0.001-0.1ml/min were chosen for this study. The flow can be characterized a diffusion-

dominated laminar flow by the very low Reynolds number defined by equation (9). 

 

    
    
 

 (9) 

 

Where the hydraulic diameter, DH, is the characteristic length, V is the mean velocity 

of the fluid, and µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. The Reynolds number was 

determined using constant fluid properties of water given in Table 2. The flow rates in this 

study of Q = 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1ml/min correspond to Reynolds numbers of Re = 0.06, 0.6, 

and 6.5, respectively. 

 

Table 2. Fluid properties of water used in CFD simulation 

Operating temperature (isothermal) [
o
C] 20 

Density, ρ [kg/m
3
] 998.2 

Dynamic viscosity, ν [kg/ms] 0.001002 
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Solution Framework 

 CyStorm, a high-performance parallel computing cluster at Iowa State University, 

enabled CFD simulations with a high number of grid elements and degrees of freedom. The 

Finite Element Method was employed to simulate the flow in the rough channel. For the 

concern of accuracy, the streamline-upwind/Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) method (Hughes & 

Brooks (1979)), and the pressure-stabilizing/Petrov-Galerkin (PSPG) method (Tesduyar et al. 

(1991)) were used to stabilize the numerical results. SUPG/PSPG methods improve 

convergence for the incompressible-flow simulation by modifying the weighting function 

with stabilized terms based on local velocity and pressure fields. Weak formulations of 

Navier-Stokes equation can be written as shown in equation (10). 
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Where Ω is the physical domain, Ω
e
 is the finite element, Ω is the Galerkin weighting 

function, δ and ϵ are SUPG and PSPG terms. The temporal terms do not appear because the 

flow is assumed to be stable in the channel because the Reynolds number is very low. 

 The Navier-Stokes equation is a non-linear equation, which cannot be solved directly 

using Finite Element Method. One option is using an iterative strategy for which a guessed 

value of velocity is used to transform the nonlinear convection term into a linear term, as 

seen in equation (11), where  guess is a guessed, constant velocity field. Then, by solving this 

linear equation, a new velocity field can be obtained. The guessed velocity is replaced with 
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the new velocity field, and this procedure is repeated until the solution and the guessed 

value's maximum norm reaches 10
-13

. 

 This method can guarantee the convergence, but the number of iterations becomes 

cumbersome because of the high fluctuation involved in the current problem. To increase the 

rate of convergence, we use the Newton-Raphson method to solve this nonlinear equation. 

For the current problem, denote the Navier-Stokes equation as a functional, 

 (   )  [  ( )]
   , of velocity function  ( ) and pressure function  ( ). The Navier-

Stokes equation can then be written as  (   )   . The general form of the Newton-

Raphson scheme for the Navier-Stokes equation is seen in equation (12). 

 

 [         ]  [     ]  [  (     )]
   (     ) (12) 

 

 Where   (     ) is the variation of   with respect to   and  . An initial guess value 

of   and   is given, where k=0,1,2,.... Applying the stabilized Galerkin method on the above 

scheme, we get the weak form equation of δ  and δ  as shown in equation (13). 
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 Here, δ  and δ  are increments of   and  , which take the values of the solution at 

the previous step. The convergence of iterations is monitored by the 2-norm of the Navier-

Stokes equation: ‖ (     )‖ . When ‖ (     )‖   , where ϵ is a small positive number, 

the solution is excepted as the real solution field. For these simulations, we take ϵ = 1e-13. 
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Periodic Boundary Conditions 

 The computational space needed to be minimized due to the high-resolution surface 

roughness topography. Consequently, a considerably long microchannel to achieve fully-

developed flow could not be simulated. Instead, periodic boundary conditions were applied 

to the entrance and exit of the simulation domain to achieve fully-developed flow. Boundary 

conditions for the solution framework require the pressure drop to be known along the 

channel. We used the Hagen-Poiseuille flow, equation (14), to estimate an initial guess for 

the pressure drop in the microchannel. The pressure drop is then iterated to achieve the 

desired flow rate. 

 

    
      

   
  (14) 

 

 Where    is the pressure drop,   is the length of the channel,   is the dynamic 

viscosity,   is the volumetric flow rate, and DH is the hydraulic diameter.    increases 

linearly with   for the constant viscosity case of a Newtonian fluid. 

 

Results and Discussion 

The effect of the un-etched and etched glass on microfluidic flow can be seen easily 

using velocity contours at certain planes within the microchannel. In all velocity visualization 

and analysis throughout this paper, the ideal flow has been subtracted from the flow field, 

thereby giving the component-wise velocity perturbations (u,v,w). Figure 12 shows the xz-

plane of the microchannel at distance of 175µm away from the side wall in order to discount 

boundary effects from the side walls. Here, the contours of v-velocity perturbations are 

shown for etched and un-etched surfaces for the same Reynolds number. 
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Figure 12. V-velocity contours in the xz-plane (depicted in the shaded red region above) 

of etched and un-etched glass surfaces for the same Reynolds number. 

 

 

Figure 13. W-velocity contours in the xz-plane of etched and un-etched glass surfaces 

for the same Reynolds number.  

 

The structures of the perturbations are clearly noticeable. These “structures” are 

regions of velocity perturbations that resemble plumes emanating from the bottom rough 

surface. Qualitatively, the structures are very small near the bottom surface for both etched 

and un-etched surfaces. The small structures combine as the height above the rough surface 

increases to form larger structures that affect the fluid flow more so than the smaller 

structures. The un-etched surface has less variability in the perturbations throughout the 
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plane as compared to the etched surface, which is a direct relation to the variability in the 

surface roughness as shown in the height histograms of Figure 10.  

Quantitatively, Figure 12 shows an order of magnitude increase in the v-velocity 

perturbations for etched glass as compared to the un-etched glass surface. For diffusion based 

flows, this is a considerable increase since the RMS-heights for etched and un-etched glass 

are 1.0nm and 19.8nm, respectively, an order of magnitude increase. 

Since many of the microfluidic devices operate in this diffusion-dominated flow 

regime, it is important to look at the full range of Reynolds numbers in this study. Figure 14 

shows the v-velocity perturbation contours of the etched glass but for all Reynolds numbers: 

Re = 6.5, 0.6, and 0.06. The structure of the perturbations for Re = 0.06 and Re = 0.6 are 

virtually unchanged throughout. The only clear difference is their magnitude as a result of the 

Reynolds number. The structure for Re = 6.5 and Re = 0.6 are still similar, but the 

momentum of the fluid starts to affect the structures slightly in Re = 6.5. Within the 

diffusion-dominated flow regime, the velocity perturbation structures are insensitive to flow 

rate.  

 

 

Figure 14. V-velocity contours in the xz-plane for an etched glass surface for all tested 

Reynolds numbers. 
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As mentioned in the Microchannel Roughness: Characterization section, an important 

descriptor of surface roughness is the autocorrelation length (ACL). The autocorrelation 

function and ACL was defined previously in equation (4) and equation (5), respectively, but 

it is now applied to the velocity perturbation field in the xy-plane instead of surface heights. 

The ACL gives a characteristic length of the velocity-perturbation structures discussed 

above. Figure 15 depicts the xy-plane and the ACL of both v- and w-velocity perturbations. 

The qualitative observations made from the velocity contours are now confirmed 

quantitatively by the ACL metric. Figure 15(a) shows the v-velocity perturbations ACL as a 

function of height above the rough surface for both etched and un-etched surfaces. The small 

perturbation structures that emanate from the rough surface correspond to a small ACL value. 

Similarly, the perturbation structures combine as height from the rough surface increases, 

which corresponds to the increase in ACL as the height above the rough surface increases. In 

both Figure 15(a) and Figure 15(b), the ACL increases and reaches a leveling point near the 

midplane of the microchannel. The leveling point suggests that the perturbations in the flow 

are persisting even as height increases from the rough surface into the midplane of the 

microchannel. This leveling point is true for both etched and un-etched surfaces. 

The ACL analysis above characterized the perturbation structure size as a function of 

height from the rough surface, but the ACL does not give information about the strength of 

the perturbation or the energy contained in the perturbation structures. However, energy 

spectra analyses of the flow give a representation of the energy contained in the 

perturbations, emanating from the etched and un-etched rough surfaces. The sum of the 

squares of the u-, v-, and w-velocity perturbations are calculated and analyzed for the energy 

spectra, now referred to as the uvw-velocity perturbations.   
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Figure 15. Autocorrelation length (ACL) as a function of height above the rough 

surfaceof the (a) v-velocity and (b) w-velocity perturbations in the xy-plane. 

 

Energy spectra analyses have been used before in turbulent eddies of flow around a 

cylinder by Singh & Mittal (2004). The velocity energy spectra,  ̅( ), is defined below in 

equations (15) and (16), where  ̂ is the discrete Fourier transform of the velocity field Press 

(1992) on a structured mesh with n x m points, assuming the perturbation field is isotropic. 

The kinetic energy density is defined as  ̅( )  
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Figure 16. Energy spectra of (a) uvw-velocity perturbations as a function of Reynolds 

number 7µm above the rough surface and (b) the uvw-velocity perturbations in the xy-

plane as a function of height above the rough surface. 

  

Once again, the insensitivity of the effect due to roughness from Reynolds number is 

shown in Figure 16(a). The shape and trend of the energy spectra is practically the same for 

each Reynolds number. Figure 16(b) shows the energy spectra of the uvw-velocity 

perturbations with respect to etched and un-etched surfaces as a function of height above the 

rough surface. There is more than an order of magnitude increase in the energy created by the 

etched surface compared to the un-etched surface. Additionally, the energy cascade in the 

small-wavelength region (< 10µm) differs between etched and un-etched glass. The slope of 

the small-wavelength region is more negative for the un-etched glass compared to the etched 

glass, which reveals greater energy decay for un-etched glass compared to the etched glass 

rough surface. 

Coming back to the ACL, the greater value for un-etched glass at the midplane of the 

microchannel in Figure 15(b) says that the characteristic length of the perturbations is larger. 

Yet, the energy spectra analyses reveal that larger structures with respect to ACL do not 

correlate to larger amounts of energy produced by the rough surface.   
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Conclusions 

 Overall, we have shown that an experimentally driven three-dimensional 

computational study for microfluidic surface roughness is possible. Additionally, we have 

shown that the stochastic nature of the surface roughness and its effect on fluid flow can be 

characterized with numerous tools including velocity-perturbation contours, autocorrelation 

length, and energy spectra analyses. 

 These different analyses illuminate the effect of the rough surface in different ways. 

Visually, the contours show that both the etched and un-etched rough surfaces produce very 

small velocity perturbation structures very near the rough surface that combine and form 

larger structures as the height above the rough surface increases. Also, the contours reveal the 

increase in the velocity perturbations by an order of magnitude, which is directly caused by 

the HF-acid surface etching. The ACL analyses also show how the surface roughness 

produces small perturbations that merge and persist well into the midplane of the 

microchannel. The energy spectra analyses again reveal a transfer of energy caused by the 

structures of the rough surfaces. Notably, the etched surface produces velocity structures that 

contain more energy and persist more at the same Reynolds number compared to the un-

etched surface. 

 The process of wet HF-acid etching to produce a stochastic rough surface has proven 

to be an effective method of inducing energy into microchannel flow, especially under the 

diffusion dominated flow regime. Moreover, the flow structure’s insensitivity to Reynolds 

number gives more applicability to characterization results across a range of flow rates. The 

flow and energy characterization methods used in this study can lead to more thorough 

comprehension and harnessing of the effect that stochastic roughness within microchannels 

has on many microfluidic devices, such as lab-on-a-chip medical devices.   
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CHAPTER 4. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

 

General Discussion 

The study in Chapter 2 has shown that the effect of stochastic nano-scale surface 

roughness on microfluidic flow can be studied using computational fluid dynamic DNS 

simulations. Additionally, we have shown that validation between micro-PIV experiments 

and a large DNS simulation is possible using autocorrelation length and energy spectra. CFD 

analysis lends to a deeper understanding of the characterization of the fluid flow within the 

microchannel, and the highly resolved DNS simulations reveal the flow to be characterizable. 

We show that for a range of flow rates that are diffusion dominated, the energy transfer is 

consistently characterizable. Autocorrelation and velocity contour analyses showed that the 

nano-scale surface roughness produced small structures that combine and persist well above 

the rough surface. In addition, the energy spectra analyses show the small eddies produced by 

the etched surface give rise to higher energy eddies that decay more slowly than eddies 

produced by the un-etched surface. 

Chapter 3 was very similar in style and analysis to Chapter 2 with the exception of the 

larger experimental surface used for the etched and un-etched microchannels. The analyses 

were performed the same way for both Chapter 2 and 3, but the autocorrelation length and 

energy spectra results were slightly different. The conclusions drawn from both sets of 

results, however, were the same. The size of the microchannel surface has some effect on the 

fluid flow characterization results. More investigation in the future with difference surface 

sizes might reveal the effect from this change.  

The chemical etching surface treatment and other stochastic rough surfaces, even at 

the nano-scale, can be characterized and potentially be harnessed across a range of fluid flow 

rates. Devices that use microchannels such as lab-on-a-chip medical devices can therefore be 

tuned and optimized for their respective applications such as reagent mixing, bubble creation 

and transport, fluid transport, cell manipulation using stochastic surface roughness. 
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Recommendations for Future Research 

General Recommendations 

 

The depth of correlation associated with the micro-PIV experiments in Chapter 2 

limited the flow visualization near the rough surface. Smaller seeding particles may be 

needed, or equipment to reduce the depth of correlation may be necessary. Other techniques 

such as molecular tagging velocimetry (MTV) (Gendrich et al. (1997)) might be more 

suitable for investigation of flow effects near the rough surface (less that 5µm above the 

rough surface). 

Eddies created by the surface roughness were seen to induce a certain amount of 

mixing. Other than the energy cascade seen from the energy spectra analyses, a tangible 

mixing metric was not investigated in this thesis. The mixing effect produced by the 

roughness is worth quantitatively investigating for use in biomedical lab-on-a-chip devices. 

The surface roughness height may need to be increased to realistically mix difference species 

for certain microchannel lengths. This could easily be achieved by increasing the HF-acid 

etching time to more than 30 minutes. 

 

Non-Newtonian Fluid Recommendation 

 

 A very limited amount of work has been done focusing on the effect of roughness on 

microchannel pressure-driven flow of non-Newtonian fluids specifically, which describes 

many biofluids important to microfluidic medical devices such as blood, synovial fluid, and 

others. Some studies have suggested that surface roughness plays a considerable role in the 

flow structure more dramatically compared to Newtonian fluids, but very few have extracted 

quantitative effects from surface roughness on non-Newtonian fluid flows. Martanto et al. 

(2005) looked at the flow of water and blood in microneedles and found an 11% mean 

absolute percent error between experiments and simulations where the surface roughness was 

neglected (considered ideally smooth). Martanto et al. (2005) concluded that the 100nm 

surface roughness height could contribute to the difference between simulations and 
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experiments. Bulk flow measurements were performed on a microchannel where whole horse 

blood flowed through a microchannel with measured surface roughness by Prentner et al. 

(2010). It was found that the apparent viscosity decreased from 10.7 mPa.s to 6.5 mPa.s 

when the surface roughness increased from 60nm to 1.8µm for the same pressure driven 

flow. The shear thinning nature of blood seemed to be enhanced by the increase in surface 

roughness. 

 For a non-Newtonian-fluid analyses assuming constant temperature, incompressible, 

steady state, laminar flow, conservation of mass and momentum are represented by the 

generalized Newtonian equations (17) and (18), respectively. 

 

       (17) 

  (
  

  
     )               (18) 

 

 Where   is the velocity,   is the pressure, ρ is the fluid density, τ is the stress tensor, 

and η is the apparent viscosity. For a non-Newtonian, the last three terms are replaced by 

  [ (      )] where the apparent viscosity is a function of shear rate,  ̇, represented by 

the Carreau-Yasuda model from Bird et al.(1987) in equation (19). The Carreau-Yasuda 

model has been shown as a good estimation for blood viscosity (Gijsen et al. (1999)) and 

other shear-thinning fluids (Bird et al. (1987)). 

 

 
    
     

 [  (  ̇) ](   )  ⁄  (19) 

 

 Where η0 is the zero-shear-rate viscosity, η∞ is the infinite-shear-rate viscosity, λ is 

the time constant, and   is the power-law exponent. 

 The velocity field of blood, a shear-thinning biofluid, is difficult to measure with 

micro-PIV experiments due refractive-index matching, clotting, and its translucency (Gijsen 

et al. (1999)). As a result, “blood analog” fluids are used to simulate the rheological 

properties of blood in experiments where flow visualization is paramount. Solutions of 
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xanthan gum, potassium thiocyanate, and polyacrylamide (PAA) dissolved in water have 

been used as blood analog fluids in studies by Gijsen et al. (1999), Sousa et al. (2011), and 

Bandulasena et al. (2011). The values used for the Carreau-Yasuda model by Gijsen et al. 

(1999) are given in table Table 3. The values are derived from a blood analog made by 

dissolving a combination of potassium thiocyanate and xanthan gum in water (named KSCN-

X), which Gijsen et al. (1999) showed to follow the shear-thinning properties of blood well 

under normal flow conditions experienced in vascular systems. 

 

Table 3. Fluid properties of non-Newtonian blood analog fluid KSCN-X solution by 

Gijsen et al. (1999) 

Zero-shear-rate viscosity,   [Pa s] 0.022 

Infinite-shear-rate viscosity,   [Pa s] 0.0022 

Time constant, λ [s] 0.110 

Transition parameter,   0.644 

Power-law index,   0.392 

Density, ρ [kg/m
3
] 1410 
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APPENDIX A. MICROCHANNEL AND SURFACE CREATION 

 

The microchannel construction is based on a lithography process with SU-8 

photoresist and poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS). Figure 17 depicts a cross-sectional view of 

a simplified step-by-step process of the microchannel fabrication with an etched bottom 

surface. To create the microchannel, SU-8 is applied to a silica substrate (b). Then, UV light 

is shown onto the photoresist through a mask which depicts the microchannel network (c). 

Next, the non-UV-exposed photoresist is removed, and the mold for the microchannel is 

complete (d). Liquid PDMS is then cast around the mold, set to cure, and finally removed 

from the mold to reveal the actual microchannel (f). Steps (a) through (f) result in a three-

sided, non-enclosed microchannel. 

 

Figure 17. Sequential process to manufacture the experimental microchannel with 

etched glass as the bottom surface 
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The novel aspect of this research revolves around the use of genuine surface 

topography in the computational domain. Previous studies have all looked at periodic, 

ordered surfaces, or they have used surfaces that are random, but they do not represent a real 

surface (as mentioned in the Introduction of Chapter 3). The fabricated rough surface of the 

microchannel is constructed beginning with a glass slide. Then, one of the sides of the glass 

slide is etched using hydrofluoric acid for 30 minutes (h). Any etching time longer than 30 

minutes reduces the transparency of the glass needed for micro-PIV experiments (longer 

etching times resulting in higher surface roughness are possible, but they are not investigated 

in this thesis). After etching is complete, the glass slide is rinsed with deionized water, dried, 

and plasma bonded to the PDMS to form the fourth, enclosed surface of the microchannel (j). 

Figure 18 shows single optical profilometer scans of both etched and un-etched glass used in 

both studies. 

   

 

Figure 18. Sample optical profilometer surface scans of un-etched glass (left) and etched 

glass (right) 
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The second study in Chapter 3 uses a longer, non-repetitive rough surface in the 

computational microchannel domain. The scan area of the optical profilometer was limited to 

460µm x 350µm. Therefore, side-by-side images needed to be stitched together to form one 

continuous surface. Figure 20 shows two optical profilometer scans that were taken 

consecutively with a small overlapping region (about 25% of the length of the scan) 

highlighted in grey. The overlapping region in Figure 20 is the true overlap position needed 

for a continuous surface, but the exact size of the region was not needed a priori in order to 

stitch the images together. 

A brute force cross-correlation method was used to find the correct overlap between 

consecutive images. The norm used for finding the exact overlap between consecutive 

images of N x M (row x column) dimension is outlined below and depicted in Figure 19 for 

an I x J test region (the norm was calculated using Matlab®): 

 

                    
 

   
∑∑|                                         |

 

 

 

 

 

 

The overlap test region is shifted for each scan overlap possibility (the red highlighted region 

in Figure 19 depicts one test instance). The minimum valued test region defines the region of 

best fit and gives a position (or translation length) for which the consecutive scans can be 

overlaid. 
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Figure 19. Consecutive surface scans with a sample test region (shaded in red) 

 

Figure 20. Consecutive surface scans showing the true overlapping regions (shaded) 
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 Once the true overlapping region is known, the two consecutive images are tested for 

a planar fit. Each image is tilted through a small range to find the optimal tilt match. Once the 

tilted images are matched optimally, the image scans are stitched together to form a 

continuous surface. The etched and un-etched glass surfaces used in Chapter 3’s study 

consist of three images stitched together. The etched surface used in the second study is 

shown in Figure 21, which also shows the individual images stitched together to make the 

continuous surface. Figure 22 shows the whole surface used in Chapter 3 for the bottom, 

rough etched surface. The un-etched surface underwent the same stitching procedure, but it is 

not shown here explicitly. 

 

 

Figure 21. Three consecutive surface scans seen stitched together with dotted lines 

showing the original scans 
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Figure 22. Final etched microchannel surface with three consecutive images. 
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APPENDIX B. AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS 

 

The figures below are the autocorrelation functions from which the autocorrelation length 

was derived for the v-velocity perturbation component at multiple heights above the rough 

surface. 
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